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“Victoria Crime” Pop-up at Artify Gallery 

A Joint Exhibition by Artists Eiffel Chong, David Jasper Wong, clozegarden by fi, and Dragon Ken 
 

Artify Gallery is proud to host a joint exhibition by four artists: acclaimed Malaysian photographer 
Eiffel Chong, Hong Kong print-maker David Jasper Wong and local newcomers clozegarden by fi 
and Dragon Ken from 13 August to 30 September, 2015. This new and highly innovative exhibition 
will showcase artworks of these artists with the theme of real Hong Kong crime stories in a dynamic 
and creative way. 
 
Inspired by these real crime stories of Hong Kong, Eiffel Chong exhibits photographic works 
inspired by the recent Tai Kok Tsui killings; David Jasper Wong explores the 1982 gruesome Jars 
Murderer in his prints. Dragon Ken’s paintings strive to replicate the infamous Hello Kitty Head 
murder in 1999 and the digital drawings of clozegarden by fi stem from the notorious killing of an 
expatriate man by his wife. Victoria Crime showcases sensitive and striking works by these four 
artists, who provoke the viewers to confront inner human turmoil, the motivations of murder and 
bring to light the dark side of mankind.  
 

	  

“Tai Kok Tsui Killings, 2013” by Eiffel Chong 
 
Old wedding photographs from the 1950s are collected and examined by 
Eiffel Chong in this photographic series. The once jovial memories depicted 
in these images were destroyed and decayed due to humidity and time. 
Through his lens, Chong captures a distorted perspective of these 
affectionate wedding photographs as grotesque portraits of a once happy 
couple. These images parallel and portray the changes in the killer’s 
relationship with his family and his misunderstanding of their love.  

 
“The Jars Murderer, 1982” by David Jasper Wong 
 
David Jasper Wong’s artworks are inspired by the nefarious figure of taxi 
driver Lam Kor-wan, who murdered four female victims. He was named The 
Jars Murderer because he stored his victims’ body parts and sexual organs 
in jars. Wong’s works, which are abstract-expressionist in style, show the 
chilling profile of the killer. Wong weaves together notions of illusion, 
hallucination and delusion in order to illustrate the progression of the killer’s 
abhorrent behaviour. His four works, which are entitled Sex, Kill, Video, Film, 
encapsulate each stage of the killer’s disreputable conduct.   
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“Milkshake Murderess, 2003” by clozegarden by fi 
 
clozegarden by fi employs the technical method of digital drawings to 
illustrate alluring portraiture with gothic undertones. Her work was inspired 
by an American murderess, who served her husband a poisonous 
strawberry milkshake and sedatives before bludgeoning him to death and 
storing his corpse in a carpet. clozegarden by fi chronicles the narrative of 
this murder in her four artworks. The artist uses food as the focal point in 
her drawings; highlighting them as the subject of each piece and their 
relationship with the human characters she depicts. In this series, the 
public are taken to the crime scene and through the picture plane to 
experience the intimate environment with the killer and her victim.  

 
“Hello Kitty Head Murderers, 1999” by Dragon Ken 
 
Dragon Ken re-creates the perverse story of the Hello Kitty Head Murder from March 1999, where 
three Hong Kong gangsters murdered a young female victim. Dragon Ken’s surreal paintings aspire 
to present the contradictions in human unconsciousness, such as the conflicting notions of good 
and evil, past and future, life and afterlife. Greedy desire for the materialistic world is portrayed 
through the almost lifeless eyes of the figures, whereby money and power are highly sought after. 
Audiences are connected to the figures Dragon Ken depicts, as the characters’ painted dull eyes 
are windows looking into the complex inner worlds of human beings. The artist believes that his 
paintings reflect society, where elements of violence and insecurity are very much prevalent.  
 
“Victoria Crime” Joint Exhibition 
Date:    13 August – 30 September, 2015  

(Closed during 9 September – 15 September, 2015) 
Venue:    Artify Gallery 

10/F, Block A, Ming Pao Industrial Centre, 18 Ka Yip Street, Chai Wan 
Opening Hours:  10:00 – 19:00  (Tuesday to Friday) 
    11:00 – 19:00  (Saturday) 
    Closed   (Sunday, Monday and Public Holidays) 
Admission:  Free 
Enquiry:    (852) 3543 1260 
Website:   www.artifygallery.com 

 
Opening Ceremony 
Date:    13 August, 2015 (Thursday) 
Time:   17:00 – 18:00  Media Tour 
    18:00 – 20:00  Opening Ceremony 
 

– END – 
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About Artify Gallery 
Launched in 2012, Artify Gallery is Hong Kongʼs premier gallery dedicated to the art of 
contemporary print and paper works. The Gallery aims to collaborate with emerging artists to 
provide access to new methodologies of production, opening channels from contemporary photo 
printing to more traditional forms such as etching, lithography, ink art, silkscreen and woodblock 
printing. The gallery will host a dynamic combination of exhibitions and interactive outreach events. 
Workshops, edition printing with artists, talks and screenings are programmed to benefit the public, 
acting as catalysts for new ideas, dialogues and developments for contemporary art in print and 
paper. 
 
About Eiffel Chong 
Eiffel Chong graduated with an MA in International Contemporary Art and Design Practice from the 
University of East London and a BA (Hons) in Photography from London College of Printing. 
Besides his production of photographic work, Chong is highly engaged with the Malaysian 
photographic community; taking on the role of mentor for the Goethe Institut Malaysia/Nikon 
Shooting Stars programme and Exposure+ Workshop. In addition, he has been appointed to the 
panel of judges for the Kuala Lumpur Photography Awards 2013 and 2010/2011 Annual Nikon 
Photo Awards, Malaysia. He was also named finalist for The Sovereign Asian Art Prize (Hong Kong) 
in 2014, and nominee for The Prix Pictet (London) in 2013. 
 
Eiffel Chong’s work considers abstract concepts of life and death through the banal details, silent 
landscapes and curious obsessions he observes from daily life. More of his work can be viewed on 
http://www.eiffelchong.com 
Eiffel now lives and works in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
 
About David Jasper Wong 
David Jasper Wong graduated from the Pepperdine University (BA of Fine arts) in the States, and 
pursued further studies in print making at the Hong Kong Visual Art Center. In an 
abstract-expressionistic manner, he transforms private moments in his memory into arresting 
images that trigger viewers to examine similar feelings in themselves. The transformation is a 
continuous and lengthy process through which he makes sense of his own experiences. 
 
About clozegarden by fi 
Steffi Wong graduated from the "School of Design" of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University in 2003, 
where she majored in Visual Communication with Environmental Studies. She established the local 
illustration brand clozegarden in 2004, and at the same time started illustration work for magazines 
and commercial use. Moreover, she has begun producing a series of print items for sale. 
clozegarden by fi employs the colours of black, white and red, in order to present ideas of life and 
death in illustration works. In 2014, clozegarden started a project named "Mrs. Lam cafe", as a goal 
to bring to light baristas' lives through the medium of drawing. 
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About Dragon Ken, Tang Tsz Kin 
Dragon Ken is the founder and chairperson of the Hong Kong Creative Art Association, the 
committee member of the Korea Culture Art Research Institute, the member of Hong Kong Water 
Color Society, the member of Hong Kong Society for Education in Art, the art director and instructor 
of the BS Studio, as well as the design director of the Brothersystem Studio Co. Besides his various 
roles in the art industry, he is also keen on art education. He is the instructor of Hong Kong Jockey 
Club and Hong Kong Young Women's Christian Association, and also teaches at the Design First 
Institute and different welfare centers. Dragon Ken has completed the Hons. Degree in Graphic 
Design in the University of Sunderland, and holds a Higher Diploma in Commercial Design and 
Computer Illustration in the Design First Institute. 
  
Dragon Ken was the champion of the 1998 Beijing Shanghai Guangzhou Hong Kong Youth 
Computer Graphic Competition (Advance Level). He also received the Judges' list award of Mobile 
Art Expedition 2005 and was the champion of the Portraits of Dolphin – Art Competition 2006. He 
was also invited to participate in the publication of Taiwan “Illustration Market” in 2007 and 2012. 
Over 60 awards earned in painting, design and photography. 
 
Issued by: Artify Gallery 
Through: SAGE Communications Co., Ltd. 
For enquiries, please contact: 
SAGE Communications Co., Ltd. 
Christine Pang/Joanna Leung/Stephanie Hui 
Tel:  (852) 2801 5311 
Fax:  (852) 2801 7110 
Email:  cpang@sagecom.com.hk/jleung@sagecom.com.hk/shui@sagecom.com.hk 


